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Summary of the changes in the HCS approach 
assessment – PT AKL 

 

Context: 
The HCS report for PT AKL was assessed by the HCSa reviewer and made publically available in January 

2021. The reviewer pointed out that the implementation of the process had few holes in the step 4 and 

5 that are identifying the priority and connectivity of the patches and potential issues in the give and 

take process that might create few patches isolated from HCV-HCS (see Table 1).   

There were few patches identified as HCS that were most likely better to use as development area as it 

would be difficult to maintain such patches over time because of their small size and distance to other 

patches.  

Finding: There were no community lands that would not be compensated and released to the 

company by community members that overlapped with the HCS forest patches. The company 

correctly included patches outside the plantation in the Decision Tree. The patch analysis 

shapefile provided did not contain polygons outside of the concession boundary, so I could not 

fully assess whether the patch decision tree was applied correctly. However, there seem to be 

some issues with the connectivity analysis: Step 4 & 5 - the report states that several low 

priority patches were within 200 meters of HCV areas (Gambar 26 in the report), but my own 

analysis suggests that they were not. These patches include ID19, ID28, ID27, ID29, ID34, and 

ID37 (see screenshot below - the buffer is 200m). 

 

 

Finding: The company identified 23 patches with low priority. After an RBA (due to being in a 

<30% forest cover landscape) and consideration of potential connectivity across the wider 

landscape, they concluded that these patches should be indicative develop. They completed a 
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give-and-take processes to designate an equivalent area around indicative conserve HCS areas. 

Except the potential issue with the patches distant from other HCS and HCV patches, the patch 

analysis seems correct.     

 

Table 1: Reviewer comment on theHCSa review report 

Following the reviewer advise, the following changes have been applied: 

1. Running the entire decision tree again with an emphasis on step 4-5: recalculate the 

connectivity of the patches (step 4-5) with HCV areas. 

2. Re assessing the give and take process (step 13): the consultant conducted a rapid biodiversity 

assessment on the potential ‘’take’’ areas and the process was discussed and finalised together 

with the estate in order to make the best decision for the final ICLUP design. 

The result shows few differences, that are presented below. 
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Changes in the report: 
 

Paragraph 8.1 Changes in the decision tree – Step 3: Core area analysis 

Report – core analysis in the first report - AKL Report – core analysis in the updated report - AKL 

Based on the results of the analysis of the HCS patch on the patch 
core area (Figure 26), two patches were identified with a core patch 
area of 10-100 ha (medium priority), namely patch ID27 and ID28. In 
addition, 16 patches were identified that had a core patch area of <10 
ha (low priority) and 38 patches that did not have a core patch (low 
priority without core). All these patches will be analyzed at a later 
stage. 
 
Results: 

- Core area 10-100 ha: 2 patches 
- Core area < 10 ha: 16 patches 
- No core area: 38 patches 

 

Based on the results of the HCS patch analysis on the patch core area 
in the study area (Figure 26), 2 patches were identified with a core 
patch area of 10-100 ha (medium priority), namely patch ID27 and 
ID28. In addition, 9 patches were identified that had a core patch 
area of <10 ha (low priority) and 26 patches that did not have a core 
patch (low priority without core). All these patches will be analyzed at 
a later stage. 
 
Results: 

- Core area 10-100 ha: 2 patches 
- Core area < 10 ha: 9 patches 
- No core area: 26 patches 

 

 

Paragraph 8.1 Changes in the decision tree – Step 13: Give and Take 

Report – give and take in the first report - AKL Report – give and take in the updated report - AKL 

The Give and Take process was carried out on 26 low priority patches 
that were not identified as HCS conservation areas. The patch will be 
assigned to the development area by mutual acceptance. The area of 
the 26 low priority patches is 117.2 ha. 
 
The determination and consideration of the proposed HCS 
conservation area is mutually beneficial, namely (i) it can increase the 
shape, size and core area of the conservation area, (ii) minimize risks 
and threats to the conservation area, (iii) make the area a 
habitat/enclosure for animals, and ( iv) improve and optimize the 
protection, monitoring and management of conservation areas. The 

The Give and Take processes are carried out to adjust the design of 
conservation areas and development areas through simplification of 
boundaries. The HCS conservation areas that have been defined in 
stage 5 are included in this process, which aims for the viability and 
optimization of the area. 
 
Receiving Areas is carried out on 26 low priority patches (see Table 
25) that are not designated as HCS conservation areas and 2 patches 
(ID27 and ID36) that have been designated as HCS conservation 
areas. The total receiving area is 125.7 ha consisting of 117.2 ha in 
the form of 26 low priority patches that are not designated as 
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proposed HCS conservation area is 78.7 ha. The area is outside the 
designated area for HCV-HCS conservation. The location of the 
mutually acceptable development area and the proposed 
conservation area are presented in Figure 32. Based on the decision 
tree results from stage 1 to stage 13, the indicative conservation area 
(HCV and HCS) in the study area is 618.7 ha. 

conservation areas and 8.5 ha in the form of 2 patches of HCS 
conservation area. 
The determination and consideration of the proposed HCS 
conservation area is mutually beneficial, namely (i) it can increase the 
shape, size and core area of the conservation area, (ii) minimize risks 
and threats to the conservation area, (iii) make the area a 
habitat/enclosure for animals, and ( iv) improve and optimize the 
protection, monitoring and management of conservation areas. The 
proposed HCS conservation area is 88.7 ha. The area is outside the 
designated area for HCV-HCS conservation. The location of the 
mutual acceptance development area and the proposed reciprocal 
conservation area are presented in Figure 32. Based on the decision 
tree results from stage 1 to stage 13, there are 10 HCS patches 
designated as HCS conservation areas. Indicative conservation area 
(HCV and HCS) in the study area of 620.2 ha 
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Paragraph 8.3 Final Draft ICLUP 

Report – final draft ICLUP in the first report - AKL Report – final draft ICLUP in the updated report - AKL 

The decision tree stage was carried out on 56 HCS patches consisting 
of 37 HCS patches in the study area and 30 HCS patches in the 
landscape area with a coverage of 1 km from the study area. The 
decision tree stages on the HCS patch in the study area were carried 
out at stages 1-6 and 9-13, while stages 7-8 were not carried out 
because there were no intermediate priority patches to be analyzed. 
Decision tree analysis in the study area resulted in 11 HCS patches 
designated as HCS conservation areas and 26 HCS patches designated 
as development areas. 
 
The results of the integration of conservation areas and potential 
development areas in the study area show that the conservation area 
(HCV and HCS) is 618.7 ha and the potential area for oil palm 
development is 2,596.5 ha (Figure 33). 

The decision tree stage was carried out on 56 HCS patches consisting 
of 37 HCS patches in the study area and 30 HCS patches in the 
landscape area with a coverage of 1 km from the study area. The 
decision tree stages on the HCS patch in the study area were carried 
out at stages 1-6 and 9-13, while stages 7-8 were not carried out 
because there were no intermediate priority patches to be analyzed. 
Decision tree analysis (stages 1-13) in the study area resulted in 10 
HCS patches being designated as HCS conservation areas and 27 HCS 
patches being designated as development areas. 
 
The results of the integration of conservation areas and potential 
development areas in the study area show that the conservation area 
(HCV and HCS) is 620.2 ha and the potential area for oil palm 
development is 2,595.0 ha (Figure 33). 
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Final map in the first report – PT AKL Final map in the updated report – PT AKL 
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